COROPLAST(TM)

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

COROPLAST, INC.
4501 SPRING VALLEY ROAD
DALLAS, TX 75244
800-666-2241
FAX: 972-392-2242

COROPLAST, INC.
700 RUE VADNAIS
GRANBY, QUEBEC J2J 1A7
800-361-5150
FAX: 450-378-0835

IMPORTANT NOTE:
THIS MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET (MSDS) CONFORMS TO THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION REQUIREMENTS IN 29
CFR
1910.1200 AND IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF ANY "RIGHT TO KNOW" PROGRAM. THIS
INFORMATION SHOULD BE READ BY THE CUSTOMER AND MADE AVAILABLE TO ANYONE
WHO
HAS REASON TO USE OR TO COME IN CONTACT WITH THIS PRODUCT.

-------SECTION 1A - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION-------

COROPLAST(TM)

PRODUCT NAME: COROPLAST(TM) CORRUGATED SHEETING

CHEMICAL NAME(S) AND/OR SYNONYM(S): POLYPROPYLENE COPOLYMER

CHEMICAL FAMILY: PROPRIETARY FORMULA

-------SECTION 2A - HAZARDOUS COMPONENTS-------

COROPLAST(TM)

CHEMICAL NAME(S) C.A S.# % TLV PEL

IMPORTANT NOTE:
PIGMENTS, ADDITIVES AND STABILIZERS ARE FULLY ENCAPSULATED IN RESIN AND
ARE
NOT EXPECTED TO CAUSE ANY HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS WHEN PROCESSED IN
ACCORDANCE
WITH GOOD MANUFACTURING PRACTICES.
ANY SUBSTANCE LISTED IN SECTION 2A ARE THOSE IDENTIFIED AS BEING PRESENT
AT
A CONCENTRATION OF 1.0% OR GREATER, OR 0.1% OR GREATER IF THE SUBSTANCE
IS ON
THE LIST OF POTENTIAL CARCINOGENS CITED IN THE OSHA HAZARD COMMUNICATION

------SECTION 3A - PHYSICAL DATA ------
COROPLAST(TM)
SPECIFIC GRAVITY (H2O=1.0): .90 - .96
PHYSICAL FORM: OPAQUE, FLUTED SHEETS
SOLUBILITY IN WATER: ESSENTIALLY INSOLUBLE IN WATER

------SECTION 4 - FIRE AND EXPLOSION DATA ------
FIRE EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: CARBON DIOXIDE, FOAM, DRY CHEMICAL, WATER SPRAY.
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES: RECOMMEND NIOSH APPROVED SELF CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS.
UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS: DECOMPOSITION AND COMBUSTION PRODUCTS MAY BE HAZARDOUS.

------SECTION 5 - HEALTH HAZARD DATA ------
EFFECTS OF ACUTE OVEREXPOSURE: NONE EXPECTED.
EMERGENCY FIRST AID PROCEDURES:
IF BURNED BY MOLTEN MATERIAL, COOL AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE WITH WATER AND SEE A PHYSICIAN FOR REMOVAL OF ADHERING MATERIAL AND TREATMENT OF BURN
SMOKE OR DUST INHALATION: REMOVE TO FRESH AIR AND CONSULT A PHYSICIAN.

------SECTION 6 - REACTIVITY DATA ------
STABILITY: STABLE MATERIAL.
CONDITIONS TO AVOID: NONE KNOWN.
INCOMPATIBILITY (MATERIAL TO AVOID CONTACT WITH): NONE KNOWN.
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION BY-PRODUCTS:
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION AND BURNING MAY PRODUCE CARBON MONOXIDE, CARBON DIOXIDE, AND HYDROGEN BROMIDE.
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: WILL NOT OCCUR.

-------SECTION 7 - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES-------

STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED:
Sweep up and return to container or discard if contaminated.

WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD:
Solid waste disposal in accordance with federal, state, and local regulations.

-------SECTION 8 - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION-------

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION:
Particulate mask. If dusting occurs, use chemical respirator.

VENTILATION: Local exhaust, good building ventilation.

SPECIAL VENTILATION REQUIREMENTS:
None, however dust creation should be minimized.

HAND/SKIN PROTECTION: Cloth gloves to prevent cuts and scrapes from edges.

EYE PROTECTION: Safety glasses or chemical goggles.

OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: None needed.

-------SECTION 9 - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS OR COMMENTS-------

PRECAUTIONS TO TAKE IN HANDLING AND STORAGE:
None. Normal bulk storage and handling of plastic. Do not expose materials to excessive heat, cold, or moisture.

SHIPPING DESIGNATION: Plastic sheets, flat.

D.O.T. CLASS/NUMBER REQUIRED: NOT REGULATED.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This material safety data sheet supersedes all previous issues. Information and recommendations contained herein are based on sources considered to be dependable, and is accurate and reliable to the best of our knowledge. Since; however, safety data and standards, as well as government and state regulations are subject to change, and the conditions of handling and use, misuse are beyond our control, no guarantee or warranty of any kind, expressed or implied is made.
IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS CONCERNING THIS MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET, PLEASE CONTACT:
COROPLAST, INC.
800-666-2241 OR 972-392-2241 IN DALLAS
OR
800-361-5150 OR 450-373-3995 IN CANADA
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